BODY
Cut 1 and 1 reverse
on fold
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OF CURL

BOTTOM OF
BODICE FRONT
- B -
Cut 1 on Fold

PANTIES
Cut 2 on Fold

Center Front or Center Back
(5) Gather sleeve and stitch to Head.

(6) Top stitch on neck.

(7) Stitch a large knitting needle through an ice cream cone, curl along one edge to form a casing. Insert thin u. 1/4" seams. Hem to fit Doll. Hem around edge. Place Bodice Front and Back. (8) Sew.
I, pattern pieces. Use percale or polyester fabric for Hair. Stuff with mercerized approximately 19".

Stuffing:
Several yards of Petticoat and fabric and 1/4 yd. thread in thin elastic, for Sash, Dick or tongue

Blue or Brown, Petticoat and Yellow, Red or Solid Color (Yellow

which can be fabric, right side up, to remove any of "Wrinkle motif along TED (INKED) and Wool.

Place iron on
Do not press dows on pattern ansfer, press ill design dis-

stitch. (6) Stuff Body and Head. Stuff only to dotted lines. Top stitch on dotted lines. Slip stitch side openings closed on Body. (7) Stitch Head to Body, turning edges to the inside and inserting an ice cream stick or tongue depressor in Neck to stiffen. Be sure Neck is firmly stuffed. (8) Make fingers by sewing through hands from one side to the other where indicated on pattern.

MAKING CURLS:
Wind rug yarn around the handle of a wooden spoon or a large knitting needle or other similarly shaped object until curl measures desired length (about 2 inches). Cut yarn, using a needle and matching color thread, sew strands together in a straight line to form curl along one side. (See Illustration.) Slip curl off spoon handle and stitch to Head. Cover Head with curls in the above manner. Make "Bangs" for forehead by winding wet rug yarn around a knitting needle. Allow to dry thoroughly. Remove from needle, clip and cut "bangs" to desired length and stitch to forehead as shown in Illustration.

MAKING CLOTHES:
PANTIES: Join center front and center back seams. Place these seams together and stitch leg seam. Hem top and leg openings to form casings for elastic. Stitch gathered lace trimming to leg openings. Insert thin elastic through casings to fit Doll. Place Panties on Doll.
PETTICOAT: Join short ends of fabric and stitch with 1/4" seams. Hem top of Petticoat to form a casing and insert elastic to fit Doll. Hem lower edge and stitch gathered lace trimming to finished edge. Place Petticoat on Doll.
DRESS: (1) Stitch Top of Bodice Front -A- to Bottom of Bodice Front -B-. Seam shoulder and side seams of Bodice Front and Back. (2) Seam
This pattern (complete in one sheet) contains directions, pattern pieces and Face transfer for making an Old Fashioned Doll. Use percale or broadcloth for Doll, organdy and any washable cotton or polyester fabric for Clothes, felt for Shoes and rug yarn or Knitting Worsted for Hair. Doll is stuffed with polyester filler and embroidered with mercerized six-strand cotton embroidery floss. Doll measures approximately 19".

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS: (44"/45" Fabric Used)
Body: 3/4 yd. fabric; Hair: 1 (70-yd.) skein rug yarn; Stuffing: Approximately 8-oz. polyester filler; Embroidery: Several yards of six-strand embroidery floss in colors listed below; Petticoat and Panties: 1 1/3 yd. fabric; Dress and Cap: 1 yd. print fabric and 1 1/4 yd. organdy; Shoes: 1 piece of felt (9" X 12"); Also: Sewing thread in matching colors, 1 pkg. gathered lace trimming, 1 yd. thin elastic, 3 small snap fasteners, 1 yd. (1" wide) grosgrain ribbon for Sash, 18" (1/4" wide) black velvet ribbon and an ice cream stick or tongue depressor.

COLOR SUGGESTIONS:
Doll - Flesh color; Hair - Black or Brown; Eyes - Blue or Brown; Eyebrows, Eyelashes and Nostrils - Black; Mouth - Red; Petticoat and Panties - Pink or White; Dress - Bright Floral Print (Yellow, Red or Blue); Shoes - Black or Brown; Cap - White; Sash - Solid Color (Yellow or Red).

STAMPING DIRECTIONS:
Only piece for Doll's Face is to be stamped. Cut piece, which can be stamped several times, from transfer sheet. Place fabric, right side up, on an ironing board protected by clean fabric, and press to remove any wrinkles. Spray synthetics or fabrics with special finishes with "Wrinkle Resist" or spray starch before stamping. Center transfer motif along straight grain of fabric and pin securely in place. PRINTED (INKED) SIDE DOWN. Set temperature of iron between Synthetic and Wool. Use a dry iron - not steam. Test heat of iron on "Trial". Place iron on motif, press down hard, count to ten, then pick iron up. Do not press back and forth as this smudges stamping. The faint shadows on pattern do not transfer.

MAKING THE PANTIE:
Stitch together side and lower edges with the right sides facing. Hem top and lower edges with flat felled seam allowance.
COLOR SUGGESTIONS:
Doll - Flesh color; Hair - Black or Brown; Eyes - Blue or Brown; Eyebrows, Eyelashes and Nostrils - Black; Mouth - Red; Petticoat and Panties - Pink or White; Dress - Bright Floral Print (Yellow, Red or Blue); Shoes - Black or Brown; Cap - White; Sash - Solid Color (Yellow or Red).

STAMPING DIRECTIONS:
Only piece for Doll's Face is to be stamped. Cut piece, which can be stamped several times, from transfer sheet. Place fabric, right side up, on an ironing board protected by clean fabric, and press to remove any wrinkles. Spray synthetics or fabrics with special finishes with "Wrinkle Resist" or spray starch before stamping. Center transfer motif along straight grain of fabric and pin securely in place, PRINTED (INKED) SIDE DOWN. Set temperature of iron between Synthetic and Wool. Use a dry iron - not steam. Test heat of iron on "Trial". Place iron on motif, press down hard, count to ten, then pick iron up. Do not press back and forth as this smudges stamping. The faint shadows on pattern do not transfer. NOTE: To remove already stamped transfer, press back and forth over fabric repeatedly with a hot iron until design disappears. NOTE: This color ink does not transfer onto dark fabric. In this case, use dressmaker's carbon paper to transfer design.

CUTTING DIRECTIONS:
Outer solid line is cutting line; inner broken line is stitching line. Cut fabric as indicated on pattern pieces. No pattern piece is given for Cap, Petticoat, Skirt, Ruffle, Sleevebands or Collar. Cut these pieces as follows: Petticoat - cut 1 piece, 10" X 20"; Skirt - cut 1 piece, 10" X 36"; Ruffle - cut 2 strips, 2" X 36" each; Sleevebands - cut 2 pieces, 1" X 4 1/2" each; Collar - cut 1 piece organdy, 14" X 1"; Cap - cut 2 circles of organdy, each 9" in diameter.

EMBROIDERY:
Following Color Suggestions given above, work Eyes and Mouth in Satin Stitch and all other features in Outline Stitch.

MAKING DOLL:
(1) Stitch all the darts on Body and Back Head Pieces. (2) Stitch Back Head Pieces together at center back. (3) Stitch Chin piece to Face, matching notches. (4) With right sides together, stitch the two Body pieces together, leaving an opening at each side between o's for stuffing. Turn right side out. (5) Stuff Feet. Bring dotted lines together and slip.
needle of other similarly shaped object until curl measures desired length (about 2 inches). Cut yarn. Using a needle and matching color thread, sew strands together in a straight line to form curl along one side. (See Illustration.) Slip curl off spoon handle and stitch to Head. Cover Head with curls in the above manner. Make "Bangs" for forehead by winding wet rug yarn around a knitting needle. Allow to dry thoroughly. Remove from needle, clip and cut "bangs" to desired length and stitch to forehead as shown in Illustration.

MAKING CLOTHES:
PANTIES: Join center front and center back seams. Place these seams together and stitch leg seam. Hem top and leg openings to form casings for elastic. Stitch gathered lace trimming to leg openings. Insert thin elastic through casings to fit Doll. Place Panties on Doll.

PETTICOAT: Join short ends of fabric and stitch with 1/4" seams. Hem top of Petticoat to form a casing and insert elastic to fit Doll. Hem lower edge and stitch gathered lace trimming to finished edge. Place Petticoat on Doll.

DRESS: (1) Stitch Top of Bodice Front - A- to Bottom of Bodice Front - B-. Seam shoulder and side seams of Bodice Front and Back. (2) Seam Sleeves. Gather upper and lower edges. Sew short end of Sleevebands. Bind lower edges of Sleeves with Sleevebands, adjusting gathers to fit. Sew lace trimming on edges of Sleevebands. Insert Sleeves in armholes, adjusting gathers. Stitch in place. (3) Seam short ends of skirt together, leaving 2" open at top. Gather upper edge to fit Bodice and stitch. Turn up lower edge 1/4". Join Ruffle strips at both short ends. Turn one long edge under 1/4", then 1/4" again and hem. Turn other long edge under 1/4". Gather this edge to fit lower edge of Dress Skirt. Stitch in place. (4) Hem center Back opening and fasten with snap fasteners. (5) Make Collar by folding organdy strip in half lengthwise and pleating to fit Neck Edge. Turn raw ends to the inside and stitch Collar to Neck edge. Place Dress on Doll. (6) Tie grosgrain ribbon around Waistline for Sash and tie velvet ribbon around Neck as shown in Illustration.

SHOES: Sew upper part to Sole, easing felt around Toe. Place Shoes on Doll.

CAP: Stitch organdy circles together, leaving an opening for turning. Turn right side out. Slip stitch closed and press flat. Draw a 6" circle in center of Cap. Sew 2 rows of stitches through both thicknesses of organdy (3/8" apart) around pencil circle to form casing for elastic. Slit casing on inside of Cap and insert elastic to fit Head of Doll. Tie ends together securely and tuck inside casing.
desired collar color. (3) Seam long one side to Head. (4) Edge forehead thoroughly. Fold and stitch to
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end of